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Irresponsibly Bashing Russia Veto Against
Establishing Kangaroo MH17 Tribunal
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Neither Russia nor Donbass freedom fighters had anything to do with downing MH17. Not a
shred of evidence suggests it. 

Plenty points to Washington and Ukraine culpability. They had clear means, motive and
opportunity – the key determinants for initiating a criminal proceeding. They and partnered
nations want Moscow and rebels blamed for their crime.

The Obama administration conspired with Malaysia, the Netherlands, Belgium, Australia and
Ukraine for unprecedented Security Council authorization for a tribunal to absolve culpable
parties responsible for the incident and declare innocent ones guilty by accusation – a
kangaroo process to be US manipulated and controlled to assure the outcome Washington
wants.

Eleven  nations  voted  “yes”  (America,  Britain,  France,  Chad,  Chile,  Jordan,  Lithuania,
Malaysia, New Zealand, Nigeria and Spain). Three abstained (China, Venezuela and Angola).

Russia’s veto defeated the draft resolution. Envoy Vitaly Churkin criticized its backers for
submitting a measure with no chance for passage – rejecting compromise language Moscow
proposed.

(P)olitical purposes were more important for them than practical objectives,”
Churkin said.  Russia rejected the proposal  because “UNSC resolution 2166
didn’t  qualify  the  Boeing  tragedy  as  a  threat  to  international  peace  and
security.

How  can  it  “now  suddenly  become  one.”  No  precedent  exists  for  establishing  an
international tribunal to hold culpable parties accountable for a transportation catastrophe”,
he stressed. Nor should the Security Council be involved in these type matters.

Common sense, logic and precedent didn’t deter Russia bashing by other SC members.
Malaysian  Transport  Minister  Liow  Tiong  Lai  said  Moscow’s  veto  sends  a  “dangerous
message of impunity to the perpetrator of this heinous crime.”

Australian Foreign Minister Julie Bishop bashed Moscow saying “the anticipated excuses and
obfuscation by the Russian Federation should be treated with the utmost disdain.”

The exercise of the veto today is an affront to the memory of the 298 victims
of MH17 and their families and friends.
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Dutch Foreign Minister Bert Koenders said “I find it incomprehensible that a member of the
Security Council obstructs justice.”

Kiev’s illegitimate foreign minister Pavlo Klimkin ludicrously said “(t)here is no reason to
oppose (the proposal) unless you are a perpetrator.”

Neocon UN envoy Samantha Power’s comments didn’t surprise, saying:

By vetoing this resolution, Russia has tried to deny justice to the 298 victims
on that plane, and deny their families a chance to hold accountable those
responsible.

Russia has callously disregarded the public outcry in the grieving nations, the
appeals of the families affected. It is tragic that Russia has used the privilege
entrusted to it in order to advance international peace and security in order to
frustrate international peace and security.

She  promised  continued  Washington  efforts  to  blame  Russia  for  US/Kiev  criminality.  She
ignored how often America vetoes SC resolutions to hold Israel responsible for the highest of
high crimes.

Media  scoundrels  bashed  Russia  irresponsibly.  The  New  York  Times  said  Moscow
“(i)nfuriated nations that lost citizens…”

The Washington Post ran an AP article full of Russia bashing quotes. A Russian Foreign
Ministry statement said:

“Russia will continue making the most energetic efforts on rendering all possible assistance
to  investigating  the  air  crash.”  It  rejects  politicizing  the  MH17  incident  supported  by
Washington and 10 other SC members.

It urged adopting a constructive framework for determining culpable parties and holding
them responsible.

“This is  exactly what (unanimously adopted Resolution 2166) proposed by Russia…was
aimed at – to broadly employ UN mechanisms for soonest completion of full, transparent
and trustworthy international investigation of the crash and subsequently search for the
most appropriate format of legal proceedings,” Russia’s Foreign Ministry said.

Only  the  full  implementation  of  Resolution  2166  will  (enable)  finding  those
guilty  and  bring  them  to  justice.

Russia  condemns  the  destruction  of  Malaysian  plane  MH17  by  unidentified
persons and once again expresses deepest condolences to the relatives of all
passengers and crew members that became victims of this horrible tragedy.

Ten SC members ignored Russia’s responsible proposal. “Instead of that, they preferred to
hastily submit for voting in the Security Council  their own version with establishing an
international tribunal without discussing any other options.”

Our persistent explanations about inexpedience and counter-productiveness of
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such step, that had no precedents in the past, before the ongoing investigation
into circumstances of the air crash is complete, were not taken into account.

Washington and complicit partners intend exploiting Russia’s veto irresponsibly – another
stick to  justify  maintaining lawless sanctions,  US-led NATO troop deployments near  its
borders and continued vilification for baseless reasons. Imperialism works this way.

Stephen Lendman lives in Chicago. He can be reached at lendmanstephen@sbcglobal.net. 

His  new book  as  editor  and  contributor  is  titled  “Flashpoint  in  Ukraine:  US  Drive  for
Hegemony Risks WW III.”

http://www.claritypress.com/LendmanIII.html

Visit his blog site at sjlendman.blogspot.com. 

Listen to cutting-edge discussions with distinguished guests on the Progressive Radio News
Hour on the Progressive Radio Network.

It  airs  three times weekly:  live on Sundays at  1PM Central  time plus two prerecorded
archived programs. 
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